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Barack Obama & Hillary Clinton,

Clintons undermine work of Barack Obama = they cause war!

Over the past months has become clear: 'USA doesn't care for the fact that the International 
Criminal Court hides a lawcase against NL for the rest of the World,  since 1 may 2007´.

This lawcase is against MP J.P. Balkenende and many other NL-MPs like our Minister of Internal Affairs, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs.

● The Dutch supreme court works like a terrorist = they have people and their files disappear from 
Earth = Balkenende & co enjoy this procedure. 

● I am the official war-victum in NL, who lives without any Fundamental Human Rights, due to 
these politics. Therefore I started a lawcase with ICC.

● ICC accepted my file against NL, but ignores my file on command of  UN, EU & NATO. 
I have given you documents that prove:´UN Ban Kimoon wants    ICC to be a Lobby & 
Assasinationcentre where warvictums are being  tortured & killed on his instructions´.

● I have sent you this evidence by mail, sigend to the Whitehouse & FBI.

I also explained: 'You'd better not ask NL to organize an Afghanistan-top, because Afghanistan & 
Pakistan KNOW ALL about my ICC-case against NL... The TOP-results are a fiasco.  
Maxime Verhagen makes up stories about ´his contacts with the simple people in Afghanistan-Pakistan´. 

BUT.... 
Bill & Hillary Clinton seem to have a VERY GOOD TIME, travelling around  Earth,  making FUN 
out of pain  of poor & lawless people .... and other war-victums...

● Bill Clinton is very close with UN Ban Kimoon: they fly around Earth to stop poverty... or do they 
enjoy their powerful position, being in charge of life and death? Making people lawless.

● Hillary Clinton travels around the world like a DRUNK woman, who can´t remember in Country 2 
what she has speeched in Country 1... 
Does she know that we can also stop conflicts with implementation of laws in files & contracts?

Barack Obama, you ignore war-crimes exercised by ICC-employees,  UN  Ban Kimoon or other 
Europeans...  Your message to Earth is: 

´Its oké with me if EU-leaders and UN-employees are war-criminals....I only want to 
catch ´terrorists like Taliban, Al Qaida, Jihad...and smaller criminals´

I want you to clean up ICC and demand New Elections for Parliament in NL.
You don´t have the right to have people tortured & killed by Europeans/leader´. 

Oprah Winfrey,
I can NO longer believe that you want to stop Slavery & Genocide. 
On 1 september 2007,  I have given you the above mentioned file of the most important lawcase on 
Earth ever...against crimes against humanity. I have given you acces to my ICC-case against NL, what 
could have made you a very powerful black woman involved in a lawcase against warcrimes she hates so 
much... 
 
The only thing your husband Stedman has done, is support the Dutch church  & -Universities  in keeping 
people lawless, with his readings on Social Management . 
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These actors ignore my ICC-case for reasons of favoursim & corruption, too.

Perhaps you don´t understand ´how sickmaking USA-policies & -media are for Earth´:
● USA can´t work with lawsystems to educate people on solutions for crimes
● USA can´t make educational tv. 

NO documantaries on true lifestyles, NO free educations on tv or Web, 
● USA rather manufactures useless & violent tv-series like Soaps, Beautycontests, VIP-games, 

Detectives, Sex, histyrical Friendships, Heroism.... and  Low-intelligent music. O yes, almost 
forgotten the latest hype:´Everybody is a medium`.... communicating with the death.... 

In NL only these type of programs are broadcasted. 
NOT EVERY individuals appreciates this contributions to Social- & Cultural lifestyles!

Sóóóóó?
When I turn to you with a highly important ICC-lawcase for 6.5 billion residents of Earth, its because I do 
expect you to be smart enough to comprehend  the meaning of it for Peace.... 
And I want you to Upgrade Yourself for more intelligence in the Galaxy, so you can be a wisher talkshow- 
host. 

I can´t make you grow in intelligence. This is a choice in every individual.
But, you do have to make this choice 

1. You want to stop crimes against humanity,  and take up legal responsibilities inherent to it
2. You want  to educate people on the maintance of Self-pitty & Laziness in the bureaucracy & 

politics.... for your personal favoursim ...and an agressive anti-social lifestyle....

So, whats it gong to be?
At the moment you behave like a Self-made war-criminal on Earth. Is this what you want?

Personally, I want you to Upgrade Youself with my ICC-case, because this is the only way to 
STOP WAR on a short Timeline.

Have an inspiring clear-minded day,  Desiree   


